The final judging committee will be composed of the President serving as chairman and assisted by Dean of Students. The President is Dean of Students Thomas L. Zilco, Athletic Association President Theodore M. McKinley, and Institute Committee President Anthony A. Wagoner.

After the contest, much of the weekend will revolve around the queen. She and her escort will present at each succeeding event as guests of honor. Running from 4:00 p.m. until 2:30 a.m., the dance will be the longest of the year, and will be Friday's culminating event.

Elks, Rockey Team Compete

Early there will be able to attend Technology-Harvard Rifle Contest to be held at the rifle range at 3:00 p.m. Saturday. At 3:00 p.m., Technology's putters will engage the Tufts hockey team. The game, which has been a three-year Tech-A-Poppin' standby may be the beginning of a traditional Tech-Tufts hockey rivalry.

The next major event of the weekend is a sports trip—Tech will have firsthand in wrestling at Rockefeller Cup, Harvard in downing at the Alumni Pond, and will sponsor a fencing demonstration at 7:30, 8:00, and 9:30 p.m., at Rockefeller Cup.

Immediately following the fencing demonstration, the Hiapatoppe show will be presented. As previously stated the show's format has been completely revised. The participants will present variety acts which have been selected as the best representatives from Boston University, Simmons College, Wellesley College, and the F.S. Newman Club of Boston. Following the Hiapatoppe show, which is the final weekend event, there will be several parties given by various living groups in the nearby vicinity.
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